
1. Why can’t we grandfather teams in?
-Each school year based age group is connected to the age group above and below. Forming complete teams by birth year and 
others by school year will place related birth years in a possible numerical and competitive disadvantage. We are one team!

-We do not want to make wholesale changes to teams. In any given age group, forming some teams by birth year and others 
by school year will put a possible disadvantage on those players numerically and competitively. Initially, keeping teams 
based on school year would cause the least amount of disruption within the club. However, this approach will eventually 
put each team, regardless of level, at a competitive disadvantage in State, Regional, and National competitions because those 
school year teams would have to play up to the oldest player’s age on their team. Teams are required to register for event/
leagues under the oldest birth year on the roster. For example, an August 1, 2002 - July 31, 2003 team would play up versus 
January 1-December 31, 2002 team. This would be a potential 19-month difference between the oldest and youngest players 
on the field.

2. Can my player just play with his/her friends?
-Keeping teams or groups of players together for social reasons does not push players to their next level. Although playing 
with friends is an important reason why children play sports, if applied uniformly, we will ultimately fail our players and 
teams in the long run. While that is difficult emotionally in the short term, it is ok as long as the player finds the proper fit 
and ends up in a better place developmentally. If decisions are based on development, in the end, a
player will find the appropriate place to succeed, technically, tactically, emotionally and socially. If we take the players’ best 
interests at heart, provide excellent player development, miscellaneous factors like winning and the “need” to play with 
friends become insignificant.

3. How will the Club deal with large numbers in any given age group?
-We will form as many teams as the talent pool and coaching resources allow within each age group.

4. Can a player play up a birth year?
-Teams will formed by birth year. The starting point for the placement of all players will be birth year. However, any 
individual exceptions will be initiated by the Executive Leadership Team composed of Tim Bennett, Executive Director; 
Ryan Kruse, Boys Director of Coaching and Alex Mason, Girls Director of Coaching. Exceptions will be made based on 
individual development opportunities. All decisions will be made with the best interest of the individual player in mind 
based equally on technical, tactical, physical and psycho/social characteristics. The number of players within an age group 
who may be identified to play-up after meeting the 4 qualifications will vary within each age group, ranging from 0 to 
unlimited.

5. Can a player play down a year?
-Players are not permitted to play down with teammates at younger age groups based on birth year.

6. When will coaches be announced?
-NSSA does not require the Club to announce coaching assignments until May. However, we will make every attempt to 
publish our coaching assignments later this winter to aid our members and coaches in this transition process.

7. How will the Club handle the U15s which will composed of 8th and 9th grades in the spring?
-The u15s will vary in player numbers and their respective academic grade year to year. Because of this academic mix, our 
starting point for spring soccer in 2017 will be based on the number of players in the pool. From there we will decide the 
level of competition (leagues/tournaments). 

8. How will my player handle skipping a format from 8v8 to 11v11?
-We agree that losing a year of the smaller-sided format is an unfortunate result of the birth year mandate for two groups of 
our players (U9 2006s and U11 2004s). As this decision is out of our hands, we will make the most of it by demonstrating 
extra patience with these groups as they transition. Please note that this will be the same across the country. With the 
addition of a formal U19 age group, no years of youth soccer participation will be lost.

Questions


